SUBJECT
Subject content
( What will be covered)

Micro economics

ECONOMICS

As a result, what students should
know /understood

Firms, costs, revenues and
objectives

CEIAG
Critical analysis skills
Objective/subjective
information

Judgement of evidence –
reliability and validity

presentation skills

industry case studies used
throughout the course.

SUMMARY CURRICULUM PLAN

What students should be
able to do
Understand the profit maximising
rule and the possible different
objectives of firms. Evaluate
conditions for differing objectives of
firms.

Explain using examples how
technological progress affects
behaviours of both small and large
firms.

Communication and

the world of work and

Year

Explain and apply to a range of
businesses the difference between
costs and output patterns in short run
and long run for both small firms and
large firms.

Identification of bias

Examples of career paths,

13

Competitive markets and
concentrated markets

Draw diagrams to illustrate each of
the different market structures.
Explain using examples and evaluate
the likely outcomes for price, output,
efficiency and market growth for
each market structure.

How students will
be assessed

By when
( Half term 1
> 6)
HT1

Short answer
questions
Extended / essay
writing
Presentations
Independent
research projects
In class activities
and homework.

Labour markets

Market failure and government
failures

Use diagrams to explain the market
wage determination and wage
differentials.
Apply to a range of professions.

HT2

Evaluate the likely impacts on labour
markets of different labour market
failures and evaluate the success of
government interventions to solve
market failures
Explain the causes of market failure
in product markets.

HT3

Evaluate the impact of government
policies to solve product market
failures.
Evaluate the success of government
agencies and policies to promote
competition, apply to a range of
market settings.
Evaluate the success of government
policies to redistribute income and
wealth.
MOCK EXAMS
Macro economic indicators

Explain measurement of, targets for
and influences on each of the macro
economic indicators.

HT4

Managing the National Economy

The banking sector

The International Economy

For each policy type (fiscal, supply
side, monetary, exchange rate)
explain workings, apply examples
and evaluate success in terms of key
macro economic indicators.
The importance of the money supply
and how it can be used in a modern
economy to affect major economic
targets. The roles of commercial and
investment banks in the wider
economy, yields as an indicator of
economic performance and the role
of the FSA and EU regulation in
managing financial risk in the global
economy. This will include
examples from the 2008 credit
crunch, Lehman brothers etc.
Identify trends in macro economic
data across EU, developed world and
LEDCs.
Evaluate success of policies to
promote trade.
Explain the workings of and give
examples of different exchange rate

HT5

systems and evaluate their success in
terms of macro economic indicators.
Evaluate monetary policy success
within the EU area, the benefits and
problems associated with the UK
being in a single market area.
Evaluate the benefits and costs of
Globalisation, free trade and the use
of Aid using a range of examples of
developed and developing countries.

EXTERNAL
EXAMS

HT6

